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 Recent body of literature that argues that far 

from being a straightforward ‘behind-the-

scenes’ task, transcription is a theory-laden, 

interpretive and emotional process, a 

‘powerful act of representation’ (Oliver et al, 

2005) which is part of the analysis itself.

 See final slide for references. 
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 Children’s everyday experiences, understandings and practices 

of the environment in two countries. 

 Multi-method research with fifteen 11-14 year old children in 

Southern England and Andhra Pradesh, South India, working 

with each family over a two week period.

 Concern with how children’s everyday lives and the 

environments they inhabit impact upon one another. 

 Linked to NOVELLA: Narratives of Varied Everyday Life and 

Linked Approaches, three year research node funded by the 

National Centre for Research Methods (NCRM) and hosted by 

Thomas Coram Research Unit, Institute of Education 

(www.novella.ac.uk) 
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http://www.novella.ac.uk/


 All data generated with colleagues: Natasha 
Shukla and Madhavi Latha (India) and Janet 
Boddy, Helen Austerberry and Hanan Hauari
(England). 

 All research activities carried out in and 
around the family home or children’s school 
and audio-recorded. 

 Activities conducted in Telugu or Hindi in India 
were simultaneously interpreted by Madhavi
Latha. 
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"[...] transcription serves the purpose of taking 
speech, which is fleeting, aural, performative, 
and heavily contextualised within its situational 
and social context of use, and freezing it into a 
static, permanent and manipulable form [...] A 
written text can be operated on analytically. It 
can be quoted, stored, copied and inspected.” 

(Lapadat, 2000, p.204)
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Catherine: Ok, so did they – was it just one time when everyone in the family got fever or was that 
quite regular?

Madhavi: Previously there was all dirt, when there was no park and lot of mosquitoes 
prevailed and due to them every one at home fallen sick, was it frequent and high, or else it 
happened only once during that time?

Mamatha:  Happened many times 

Madhavi: It’s quite regular (.) [For all the members =

Catherine: = Mmm, mmhmm, mmm.] And has that happened at all since the park has been 
cleared up?

Madhavi: Now they have built the park, and the park is cleaned, even now are they 
occurring?

Mamatha: Occurring

Madhavi: Why it’s happening, even after building it, now the mosquitoes should be 
reduced, [why happening again=

Mamatha: = Little bit reduced,] but everyone uses it as toilet, that’s why!

Madhavi: [Ah! =

Mamatha: = Little children], that’s why it happens.

Madhavi: Happens again? Still the problem exists – that is, fever continuation is there, because 
even in the park, though the garbage everything was taken out and was made into the park, the 
children of that locality will go there and take up their uh, excretion all that there itself (C: Mmm) –
urine, toilet, all this, in the surroundings of that park.

Catherine: Mmm

Madhavi: Due to that the mosquitoes prevelance is still [existing =

Catherine: =Ok]

Madhavi: So that’s the reason why they still have the fever.  
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 Translated talk Mark translated talk in bold

 Original language talk Transcribe original language talk in plain type

 (.) Just noticeable pause (i.e., less than approx. 3 seconds duration)

 (…) Longer pause (i.e., more than approx. 3 seconds duration, but not 

timed)

 A : Talk [talk talk = Equal signs on adjacent lines denote the start of

 B: = talk talk] talk overlapping talk. Square brackets [ ] should be used to show where 

the overlap starts and stops

 (A laughs) participant laughs

 (B laughs) researcher laughs

 (both laugh) researcher and participant laugh

 (telephone rings) Any audible and recognisable background noise 

 - A cut-off in speech e.g.‘It was dis- I don’t know why that was.’

 Repeated letters: The speaker has stretched the preceding sound. 

 For example ‘It was diiiiisgusting!’

 word Underline speech/sounds that are louder than usual or strongly 

emphasised.

 (talk talk talk (softer)) Mark with brackets speech/sounds that are softer than usual – e.g., 

whispered. Can do the same with faster and slower speech.

 (inaudible) Inaudible Speech

 (‘it was disgusting’) Put in brackets any guess at what might have been said if 

unclear.



 This has made me aware first hand of the interpretive 

work involved in transcription.

 To present decisions made in the transcription process 

as only those which are conscious, reflexive and 

proactive is to gloss over the multiple interpretive 

decisions made by individual transcribers, including 

myself, in constructing a transcript. As I have become 

aware through my own involvement, these are often 

taken unconsciously, un-reflexively and reactively.
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